Abstract The spectrum of a digital FM signal can be considered as an indicator of the resistance of the signal to distortions caused by band limitation. The study in this paper is oriented toward the design of signaling pulses that will achieve an FM signal spectrum concentrated about the carrier frequency. Convenient spectrum expressions and general guarantees of optimality are found for binary FSK signals.
The waveform S(t) goes through two bandpass filters with spectra concentrated about the frequencies ± w, before the process of detecting the digits ai starts. The first bandpass filter is an element of the transmitter and it is necessary for cutting down in wasteful power of transmission, while the second bandpass filter is the first receiver element and is necessary for banding the spectrum of the channel noise.
The less concentrated the spectrum of the waveform S(t) is about the ± wc, frequencies, the more it is distorted due to band limitation, and the larger the probability of false detection in the system [4] . As the waveform S(t) is a function of the pulse shape g(t), proper pulse design will result in concentrated "optimized" spectrum.
Convenient expressions of the S(t) autocorrelation and speetrum will be sought with emphasis on the binary case (ai = ±1 with probability 1/2 each). Effort is given in this paper to establishing pulse characteristics that "optimize" the above expressions.
Only the case of the ai digits being independent is covered in this paper. In this case, the mean E {S(t + r)S(t)} -w dp(t)] dt
(8) 
Expression (22) is a general formula for the low-pass spectrum of the modulated waveform S(t), when the series of modulating digits ai is a series of independent plus and minus ones. The pulse shape g(t) is included in the functions K1 (r), K2(r), K3(r), and K4(r) and the signaling frequency (frequency of transmission) is wd.
One can work on (22) to find FLS(w) under specific pulse shapes and signaling frequencies or to establish "nice" conditions on the pulses to achieve sharp spectrum.
The Spectrum in the Presence of Orthogonal Pulses
We choose the pulse g(t) here to be equal to 1 IT for 
The spectrum FSL(C) can be easily found in this case by direct application of (23) all k1 (r), k2(,r), k3 (r), and k4(r) are Taylor expandable, we may reach a convenient expression for FSL(w) which, if handled properly, will help us draw useful conclusions.
We will point out here that the functions kl (r), k2(r), k3(r), k4 (r) are Taylor expandable if the orthogonal pulse is used; hence, our results will include this case.
Another Expression for FSL (w)
Please see information note on page 643.
Let us define the following new functions: gl (T) = k3(r) + k4 (7) g2 (r) = k4(r) -k3 (r) (28) (29) g3(r) = k1(r) -k2('r) (30) g4(r) = COS wdk4(T -) + sin wdk2(T-r) 
summation is changed (assuming that operation is allowed) one gets after several mathematical manipulations: following two recursive formulas can be easily found: We will remind the reader here that, by definition, <(t) = g(t) <-the pulse, which is always non-negative. Hence, epO) and so(T) are always non-negative and k(3)(T)-k3)(T) can be zero only if <(0) and <(7) are zero. On the other hand, for Wd = 7r/2 still, kt2)(T) -k2)(7) 0 for every pulse.
So, assuming that all the partial sums converge, one has a sharper low-pass spectrum FSL(W) than the one accomplished by the rectangular pulse [one of the sinusoidal terms decaying faster than w4, which is the order of decrease for the rectangular pulses (27)1 if one chooses instead a smooth signaling pulse that is zero at the beginning and the end of the signaling interval of length T.
Appendix 1
Expressions for foT Tn cos wr dr and foT 1n sin wr dT will be found in this appendix for arbitrary n. First, the fT Tfn cos wi dr -t7 (sin wT/w) + n7-(cos wT/w2) Editors
